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being shunned, beaten, and derided for his stutter, and he doesn't think things really can change, not even with Kameron as their new alpha. Cole is part of the council, but he's really a wandering soul. He hasn't stopped in one place in years,
but meeting his mate while visiting the Gillham pack changes that. He knows Rick hasn't had an easy life, and he intends to make his mate happy, no matter what it takes. Rick struggles with his stutter and his past but slowly starts healing from
the years of abuse. Cole is an important part of that healing, but what will happen when someone tries to take him away? Will Rick be strong enough to protect his mate, or will he lose him to greed?
Two for the Beta [Capulet 3] (Siren Publishing Menage Amour Manlove)-Cree Storm 2017-01-23 Two for the Beta [MEnage Amour ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal MEnage a Trois Romance, M/M/M, time travel, shape-shifters, HEA]
Being in the middle of a battle between very strange creatures, in the year 1915, is not something Noah or Seth even considered when they left their home to find their best friend, Damien. The battles and near death experiences have Noah
begging to go home and Pete trying to keep them as his mates. Seth feels left out of everything. He and Noah have been together since birth and in a relationship since puberty. Now Noah is needed to rewrite a book and Pete is needed to keep
Noah safe, where does that leave him? He won't be a third wheel or the reason Noah dies. Can he persuade Noah to stay and convince Seth he is needed just as much by his pack as Noah is? All Pete knows is he must try, while he keeps his
mates safe from an Elder that wants to kill them and a Baliz that wants one of his mates as his own. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Battle Stations-Chris T. Kat 2015-10-12 Will Commander Berit and his Nadisc mate, Tom, be able to stop the Tash'Ba Queen? Or will Earth be lost forever?
Seducing Death-Cassandra Lawson 2015-04-12 In the decade following the brutal murder of his wife and daughter, Ian has existed in a world built on grief and hatred. Just when Ian has finally begun to claw his way through the shadows of his
past, a knife to the heart ends it all . . . or is it the beginning? After waking up in a strange home, Ian's only companion is the woman who saved him. Undeniably drawn to her, Ian finds himself wondering if it really is possible to love again.
Trapped in a world where she is little more than a pawn for the Fae, Kyleigh long ago accepted the reality of her existence. She is no one's savior and no one's guardian angel; she is death. That is until she breaks all the rules to save a vampire
many believe beyond salvation. Ian sparks a passion she never believed possible and reawakens emotions she thought long buried. While secluded in a realm between life and death, Ian and Kyleigh are free to explore their feelings for each
other. When enemies, past and present, join forces to destroy those Ian loves, they are forced to leave the safety of Kyleigh's realm. Can their fragile bond survive when they are faced with the demons of Ian's past?
Embrace the Heat-Cassandra Lawson 2014-11-02 On her seventh birthday Layla's mother mysteriously disappeared. Raised by a wood nymph in one of the few remaining human settlements, Layla learned to fight from an early age. She also
learned to distrust the vampires who rule most of the land. When a vampire saves her life, Layla finds herself more than a little drawn to him, even knowing he could never give his heart to a human. The trauma of his childhood left Simon weary
and distrustful of all humans, until the day he saved Layla's life. After seeing the spirited human fighting like a seasoned warrior, Simon can't help but respect and admire her. He soon learns that Layla is much more than he ever imagined, and
he finds it hard to stay away from her. Despite the depths of his feelings, Simon knows there can be no future for them. Both of their worlds are turned upside down as Layla nears her twenty-seventh birthday. Suddenly the male vampires are
inexplicably drawn to her, and Simon is no exception. As they unravel the mystery of Layla's heritage, an enemy from their past resurfaces and threatens to destroy Simon and all that he cares for. No cliffhangers. While this book is part of a
series, it can be read as a standalone novel. ***This book contains a graphic scene involving physical and psychological abuse which may be disturbing to some readers.
On Wings of Song-Anne Barwell 2020-04 A chance meeting they never forgot. Six years after meeting British soldier Aiden Foster during the Christmas Truce of 1914, Jochen Weber still finds himself thinking about Aiden, their shared
conversation about literature, and Aiden's beautiful singing voice. A visit to London gives Jochen the opportunity to search for Aiden, but he's shocked at what he finds. The uniform button Jochen gave him is the only thing Aiden has left of the
past he's lost. The war and its aftermath ripped everything away from him, including his family and his music. When Jochen reappears in his life, Aiden enjoys their growing friendship but knows he has nothing to offer. Not anymore.
Paws, Preening and a Pumpkin Patch-Charlie Richards 2015-10-15 Hessian Roshburg, Hess to the few he calls friends, loves beer, barroom brawls, and breaking into places he's not supposed to. He also enjoys strolling through the woods-in
Kodiak bear form, of course-and scratching his back on trees. After dropping off a stolen file to his friend Dillan, he indulges in one of his favorite pastimes. He visits a gay bar for a few beers and a little dancing. He's shocked when he bumps
into his mate, literally, and it's none other than a straight-laced, stick-up-his-ass raven shifter named Gilbert. Hess can't wait to ruffle the guy's feathers. In an effort to figure out what makes the other shifter tick, he digs a little too deep and
uncovers a couple of secrets he shouldn't, putting not only his own life in jeopardy, but the lives of those in Gilbert's flock. Can Hess fix his mistake, prove his intentions, and keep his mate and friends safe...all at the same time?
Back to the Dream-Felicitas Ivey 2014-12-23 Although Inuzaka Keno has found freedom and love in the Dreamlands with oni Samojirou Aboshi, the war is still raging.
Sunshine is Overrated-Bailey Bradford 2015-10-20 Life with vamps is never easy. Abernathy Meyers is already mated to a vamp, Zebulon. It's just too bad that Zebulon doesn't give a darn about him. Abbie's stuck with the man for eternity—or
until they die. Some days, Abbie thinks that can't happen soon enough. He's tired of being treated badly, yet he doesn't really want to make his earthly exit yet. Because he's longed for another man—another vampire—for years. Forbidden
love—is anything more compelling, or more heart-breaking? There's a twisted past, a hidden story linking Abbie, Zebulon and the coven leader, Claude. Claude lives with a fear of turning to dust at any moment. It isn't reasonable, but he can't
shake it. He's let his own fears impede his potential happiness, and instead he puts the needs of his coven first, ignoring his own. But if he's deliberately blind to one particular human's needs because that human is a mate to another vampire,
then is Claude truly leading to the best of his ability? It's a tough question for him to answer and soon, he'll have to make a choice that will affect him and Abbie, forever.
To Love a Soldier-Sophie Monroe 2014-05-29 Life is short. At twenty-one, Liz Kane knows this. Having lost her dad in combat, she is well aware of life's cruel twists. Still, working to pay her way through school and cautiously beginning a new
relationship, Liz is content. When an accident brings her brother, John, Stateside from his current stint in the Marine's, life gives Liz another twist, this time bringing in an old friend, new love, and the possibilty of happiness for John when he
meets Mandy. This is a story of love, loss, and new beginnings.
Domitila-Jewell Reinhart Coburn 2014-05-01 Part of the Cinderella Around the World series, this picture book offers a Cinderella tale from Mexico.
Raven's Blood-Cassandra Lawson 2014-03-17 Following the death of her wood nymph mother at the hands of vampires, Raven worked hard to build a life for herself in one of the few remaining human settlements. Her life takes a frightening
turn when she finds herself an unwilling guest in a vampire settlement, but things are not anything like she expected them to be. Still, she cannot help but feel that her attraction to the vampire leader is a betrayal to her mother's memory and
her human friends. From the moment Connor first laid eyes on Raven she has thrown his entire world off-balance. In order to prove his strength as a leader, he has no choice but to take her up on her offer to trade her freedom for that of her
human friends. Having begun his life as a slave, he has no interest in keeping the wood nymph captive. As a man, he has no desire to feel this overwhelming attraction to a woman who hates him and his kind. As Raven spends more time with the
vampires, her feelings for Connor grow even stronger and Connor finds that she may be the one thing he cannot live without. Unfortunately, a new danger emerges that could threaten the survival of vampires and humans alike. As Connor
struggles to unravel the mystery of the attacks from a new species of vampire, a madman will go to any lengths to get Raven's blood. No cliffhangers. Can be read as a standalone novel. ***This book contains a graphic scene involving physical
and psychological abuse which may be disturbing to some readers.
Sinders and Ash-Tara Lain 2020-08-04 What if the glass slipper was size 12?Housekeeper Mark Sintorella (Sinders) works diligently at a resort hotel while designing clothes anonymously, hoping to get into fashion school. Then his carefully
planned life is upended with the arrival of Ashton Armitage, son of the fifth richest man in America-and the most beautiful guy Mark has ever seen. Ash must find a wife or he'll lose his grandfather's inheritance, and he settles on Bitsy Fanderel.
But secretly Ash is gay, and the guy who cleans the fireplaces sets his heart ablaze.Further stirring the pot is the little elf of a man, Carstairs Pennymaker, who has Mark wearing his own designs and masquerading as a girl to impress the
fashion investors in the hotel. When the clock strikes twelve, two beautiful princesses line up for the wedding-but one isn't a woman. Will the slipper fit? Only Mr. Pennymaker knows for sure.SINDERS AND ASH is a MM, rich boy/poor boy, getmarried-or-lose-the-inheritance, in-the-closet, boy-passing-as-a-girl, fairy godmother, Cinderella homage romance with a lot of great fashion tips.
Vampires and Vixens-Cassandra Lawson 2013-05-13 Sometimes loneliness leads to dangerous obsessions . . . A strange and frightening encounter at a party leaves Hannah questioning her own sanity. What she believes happened cannot
possibly be true. She soon finds herself caught between two men, one determined to possess her and the other determined to protect her. Both men have dark secrets that will change her life forever.
Crashing Back Down-Kristen Hope Mazzola 2013-11-04 Mags McManus has just become a war widow in her mid-twenties. Her late husband, Randy, left for the Army right after their wedding. Instead of celebrating his homecoming and living in
marital bliss with her soulmate, Mags finds herself living in constant agony. Dealing with the guilt of still living without Randy, are Randy's best friends and parents. Rising from the ashes of this tragedy, Mags starts to learn how to love and
trust again, finally being able to find happiness. But sometimes things really are too good to be true and again Mags learns how cruel the world can be as she crashes back down. Book 1 in the two part Crashing Series.
Safety in Numbers-Jessie G 2015-11-30 "Bros stick together no matter what." When Chris and Liam made that promise, they had no idea how important it would become or how it would be tested in the most brutal way. Nine years later, their
bond cemented in blood, that relationship is all they have to hold on to. "No matter what happens, this friendship will be the one constant we can count on." When Billy and Owen made that promise, they knew exactly how dangerous the world
could be. They survived prison by protecting each other and they survived freedom by holding that promise sacred. Now they want more than just to survive and they want it from the brothers whose bond is as strong as their own. "We are
stronger together than we'll ever be apart." When Owen reaches his breaking point, Chris jumps at the chance to make things right for all of them. With the future in their grasp, will they realize their strength is in their numbers and finally
become the family they crave? Author's Note: This is NOT a foursome, but the story of two couples that needed to be told together.
Vampires Prefer Blondes-Cassana Lawson 2014-06-30 He was an obsession. Like an addict, Lydia craved Dominic's touch . . . . until the day she died. Now, the memories of her time with him are more like nightmares. As Lydia pieces together
the events of the past several months, the man who nearly destroyed her will stop at nothing to get her back under his control. After all she has gone through, can she put her trust in another vampire to keep her safe?Distant and cold, Roman
has gone through the motions of life for more than four centuries. No woman has been able to break through the ice encasing his heart . . . . until he saw her. Roman is captivated from the moment he sees Lydia fighting for her life in a hospital
room. When his energy mingles with hers, the psychic vampire in him instantly recognizes her as his perfect mate and he will do anything in his power to keep her safe.***No cliffhangers.
Medicine Buddha/Medicine Mind-MS Charlene Jones M Ed 2015-12-03 Neurons that Fire Together, Wire Together. This famous saying describes how we create our habits, thoughts, behaviours even our actions. In this book the seam between
Neuroscience, originator of the maxim "neurons that fire together, wire together" and Visualization reveals a pattern. All those moments of meditation, visualization, repetition all have an effect upon you, and the life you are creating. Using
Medicine Buddha as the primary Visualization and quoting extensively from luminaries like Norman Doidge, Marco Iacoboni, and many others, the book reveals how Neuroscience describes Visualization Meditation. Further the exploration
extends into the realm of pain and pain management, healing from depression and PTSD and much more.
Angels & Whiskey-Kimberly Knight 2015 Whiskey, women and sleepless nights…United States Army Captain Gabriel Hastings knew he would always follow in his grandfather’s footsteps. Serving his country was his destiny.Until he fell in
love…When Gabe’s love affair is cut short, he turns to whiskey for comfort and swears he will never fall in love again.Until he bumps into an unexpected angel…By all appearances, Autumn Jones has the perfect life. Her husband, Richard, is a
loving man who wants to be a father to her unborn children. But Autumn knows the truth. Richard has a controlling, dark side that leaves nothing to chance, especially Autumn. He’ll stop at nothing to make her the trophy wife he wants her to
be.When Autumn bumps into Gabe, he consumes her every thought, but she can’t act on her feelings. She’s married to a dark man she can never leave.When he learns who Autumn’s husband really is, Gabe knows he will stop at nothing to
protect her. Or is it too late for him to save his angel?

Leave It All (Saint Lakes #1)-April Kelley 2019-11-02 Lucas wanted to be a normal human being, but normal is highly over-rated.Lucas Speck had been a guy who worked at an office supply store and house-sat for his snowbird parents. He was
nobody special. Or that's what he thought until the headaches and other weird things begin to happen. When people start chasing him his whole life gets turned upside down.Bennett Somerset is a dragon shifter who likes his quiet life in his
quiet town. He isn't looking for complications. He already has a family that defines the words weird and crazy to perfection. Good thing they live in a small town where nothing ever happens. That is until he smells the most delicious thing in the
world and realizes it's his mate. His little witch of a mate complicates things in ways no one is prepared for, least of all Bennett.
Right Side Up (Saint Lakes #3)-April Kelley 2019-11-02 Is going from vampires who want to drain him of his blood to a wolf shifter for a fated mate honestly an improvement? Because it doesn't feel like one to Shawn.Shawn Bell's motto has
always been he'll do anything at least twice, including sell his blood to vampires. When the same vampires try to kidnap his best friend but end up imprisoning him instead, he knows it's time to rethink things. Getting rescued by a wolf shifter
named Gabriel Somerset, who claims they're fated mate, should be a good thing, but Gabe turns out to be argumentative, rude, and irritable. Shawn can't wait to get away from him. The problem is he can't exactly leave. Putting himself in the
middle of a war between vampires and shifters limits his options. And then there's the fact that he can't seem to shake the attraction for his stubborn, sexy wolf mate. So yeah, stuck.
Cosplay Killer-Dahlia Donovan 2020-12-05 What happens when an autistic firefighter and his paramedic boyfriend share a thirst for true crime?Osian Garey and Dannel Ortea live together in a colourful flat in Covent Garden. They run a podcast
and throw themselves wholeheartedly into Cosplay, video games, and musical theatre. This year, they're all fired up to attend their annual convention with a group of first responders.When Osian finds a paramedic friend murdered in the middle
of the crowded venue, the police immediately turn their attention to him.They have one question on their mind. Is he the first witness on the scene or the killer? As the mystery unfolds, Osian has to face the trauma of his last job as a paramedic.
Somewhere in those memories, a killer waits to exact revenge. They'll have to prove Osian's innocence and fight for their own survival when the killer puts them both in their sights.
The AbSmart Fitness Plan-Adam Weiss 2009-01-01 A smarter, safer way to trim your waistline--without pain, injury, and all those crunches! As a chiropractic physician, Adam Weiss understands that traditional ab exercises can cause back pain,
strain muscles, and can even cause misalignment. That’s why he created a truly safe, and amazingly effective, routine for slimming your waist--without the risk of pain or injury. His revolutionary approach targets and strengthens your core
muscles using a unique combination of muscle stretches, dynamic exercises, and dietary advice. It’s safe. It’s smart. And it works. “I love The AbSmart Fitness Plan. Having neck and back problems I find the exercises easy and safe for me to do.
But more than that is the great information Dr. Weiss includes on nutrition. He brings together the knowledge of not only how to exercise properly, but how to nourish your body to get optimal results.” --Brenda Watson, CNC, Author of The
Fiber35 Diet
Begin Again (Saint Lakes #5): A M/M Fantasy Romance about Shifters and Vampires-April Kelley 2018-09-04 Ramsey has enough problems without a little vampire ninja biting him without even a hello first. All Ramsey Somerset wants is for
things to remain peaceful. With an impending battle looming over him and the everyday problems of running a clan, his hands are too full for a mate. When he meets Fane, things go from bad to worse. It has taken Ramsey years to gain control
of his water monster, but all that goes out the window with Fane. He can
The Acharnians-Aristophanes 1887
Lander-J Scott Coatsworth 2020-10-30 The world needs saving, again.Xander and Jameson thought they'd fulfilled their destiny when they brought the worlds of Oberon and Titania back together, but their short-lived moment of triumph is
over.Reunification has thrown the world into chaos. A great storm ravaged Xander's kingdom of Gaelan, leaving the winged skythane people struggling to survive. Their old enemy, Obercorp, is biding its time, waiting to strike. And to the north,
a dangerous new adversary gathers strength, while an unexpected ally awaits them. In the midst of it all, Xander's ex Alix returns, and Xander and Jameson discover that their love for each other may have been drug-induced.Are they truly
destined for each other, or is what they feel artificial? And can they face an even greater challenge when their world needs them most?
The Journey of Jimini Renn-April Kelley 2016-04-07 In a world without surface water, Jimini Renn wants nothing more than to live inside the protective walls of Adam City for the rest of his life, but his little brother has other ideas. As far as
Jimini is concerned, Adam City has everything he needs. It has a well that provides much-needed water, food, and safety from the dangers of the outside world. When his bookworm of a brother leaves to chase waterfalls, Jimini must follow even
though he knows it will probably mean his death. His chances of survival are grim when the first person he meets on the outside pulls a gun on him. No one who calls himself a slaver and has a gun has Jimini's safety in mind, even if he is sexy.
The journey Jimini expects isn't the one he gets.
Heuer Lost and Found-A. B. Funkhauser 2015-04-23 Unrepentant cooze hound lawyer Jurgen Heuer dies suddenly and unexpectedly in his litter-strewn home. Undiscovered, he rages against God, Nazis, deep fryers, and analogous women who
disappoint him. At last found, he is delivered to Weibigand Brothers Funeral Home, a ramshackle establishment peopled with above average eccentrics, including boozy Enid, a former girlfriend with serious denial issues. With her help and the
help of a wise cracking spirit guide, Heuer will try to move on to the next plane. But before he can do this, he must endure an inept embalming, feral whispers, and Enid's flawed recollections of their murky past. Is it really worth it?
The Geek and His Artist-Hope Ryan 2016-07-25 Simon Williams spends his lunch periods drawing his geek and trying not to think about the terrors waiting for him at home. He needs to get away from his abusive father before he suffers the
same grisly fate as his mother. Because he's learned the hard way running away doesn't work, he's counting the days until his eighteenth birthday. Jimmy Bennet should be spending his lunch studying so his senior GPA is good enough to get
him into college, but he can't seem to focus thanks to his distracting artist. When he's given the opportunity to tutor Simon in Trig and discovers Simon's home-life nightmare, he wants nothing more than to get Simon out of danger. This need
becomes more urgent when Simon comes to school the Monday after their first date with bruises, but it takes a broken leg before Jimmy can convince his boyfriend the Bennets really want him. But the danger Simon thought was past shows up
at the most unexpected time, and he must stand up to the fears he's held so long to protect not only himself, but the man he wants to spend his life with.
Crab Apple Jelly-Frank O'Connor 1944
Scooter Nation-A B Funkhauser 2019-05-27 Aging managing director Charlie Forsythe begins his work day with a phone call to Jocasta Binns, the unacknowledged illegitimate daughter of Weibigand Brothers Funeral Home founder Karl-Heinz
Sr. Alma Wurtz, a scooter-bound sextenarian, community activist, and neighborhood pain in the ass is emptying her urine into the flower beds, killing the petunias. Jocasta shuts him down. A staff meeting has been called and things are about to
change. The second novel in the UNAPOLOGETIC LIVES series, SCOOTER NATION takes place two years after HEUER LOST AND FOUND. This time, funeral directors Scooter Creighton and Carla Moretto Salinger Blue take center stage as
they battle conflicting values, draconian city by-laws, a mendacious neighborhood gang, and a self-absorbed fitness guru whose presence shines an unwanted light on their quiet Toronto neighborhood.Winner of numerous indie and digital book
awards, A. B. Funkhauser's work has been described by American Funeral Director Magazine as "take-no-prisoners."
Bearly Midnight-Kelex 2017-08-23 Colm McCreary has left his home in Bear Mountain and come to the shining paranormal city of Midnight, Mississippi. Bound in magic, only paranormal beings can see the portals that bring them inside the
boundaries. Humans see nothing but a vast field and wood. First on his agenda is a new job. With the help of fellow transplant, Eilam, Colm seeks a job on the King’s Guard. While in an audience with the king, he comes face to face with one
member of his triad—a shifter named Theis. Theis isn’t prepared to accept that he has a mate. He’s worked too long and hard to rise to the ranks that he has to let something as stupid as lust get in the way. But he can’t resist the ache his fated
partner causes in him. He hopes one heated night of passion will make the desire fade. When it doesn’t, he only pushes Colm away. Not long after, Colm meets the last member of their triad—a human. Refusing to let the human go, he illegally
smuggles the man into the city. Little gets past the Midnight Security Team, and they quickly come face to face with a king’s guardsman tracking him down. Theis is faced with another mate when he didn’t want the first. Will he choose Midnight
over his mates?
Sinfully Spellbound-Cassandra Lawson 2016-01-09 While most mothers are worried about their adult children getting enough to eat, Allie's succubus mom is worried about her having enough sex-and even Allie has to admit that six months
without a man is too long. When she meets Dylan, a warlock with a history of avoiding commitment, he is a temptation she can't resist. While Allie doesn't trust warlocks, she knows this is one night only-no attachments and no emotions.
Unfortunately, Dylan doesn't agree with her plan to walk away, and Allie's not sure how long she can resist the sexy warlock who could easily break her heart. Determined to avoid his mother's attempts to get him to settle down with a nice
witch, Dylan has kept his romantic involvements limited to casual affairs with humans. That is until a crazy bet leads to a night of unforgettable sex with a succubus, and Dylan knows one night isn't enough. There is just one problem with his
plan to pursue Allie-she doesn't trust warlocks. With a killer targeting the local succubus community, Dylan has his hands full trying to keep Allie safe and convince her she can trust him with her heart. While this book is part of a series, it can
be read as a standalone novel.
Whistling Dick's Christmas Stocking-O. Henry 2017-11-01 This story was the first which William Sydney Poerter published under the pseudonym O. Henry, and appeared in the December 1899 issue of McClure's Magazine. It was later collected
in Roads of Destiny, of which the earliest edition in the Library of Congress catalog was in 1913.
Dragon's Bar [Space Warriors 11]-Sydney Lain 2015-09-11 [Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Futuristic Sci-Fi Romance, M/M, HEA] Dragon has killed a lot of people during his Warsarian military service. Trying to get away from death,
Dragon retired and now runs a bar. The last thing he wants is a fragile human mate. Kern doesn't trust people. When he stumbles into Dragon's Bar, Dragon helps him, but Kern knows everything has a price. While recovering, he waits for
Dragon to demand sex or money, but when the warrior only wants to protect him, Kern starts to trust Dragon. When Kern's past charges back into his life and Dragon gets caught in the crossfire, Kern seeks revenge by killing the man that
attacked Dragon. Can Dragon stop Kern from making a big mistake or will Kern's hands become blood soaked? But how can a man that's killed so many people reason with someone who hasn't killed before? Can two opposites find common
ground and learn to trust and love each other or will their pasts come between them? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Behind the Eight Ball-M. A. Church 2015-10-30 Goddess Bast gives werecat Heller a human mate, Lawson. Can there be happiness past hurt feelings and misguided beliefs?
Breeding Stations-Chris T. Kat 2015-07-27 Can commanders Berit and Tom keep their team alive as the excursion to Ligador goes wrong?
Newton's Laws of Attraction- 2013 Rory was Ben's oldest and best friend until senior year of high school, when they confessed they'd harbored feelings for each other all along. They enjoyed only a few months of happiness until Ben chose
closeted popularity over true love... and he's regretted it ever since. Eight years later, Ben is out and proud and teaching art at the same high school he graduated from. When he learns the chemistry teacher is retiring, he's excited to meet her
replacement until he finds out the brand new teacher is none other than Rory Newton—the first love he's never quite gotten over. Despite a painfully awkward start, it doesn't take Ben long to realize he'll do whatever it takes to win Rory back.
But it's starting to look like even his best might not be enough.
Lessons for Sleeping Dogs-Charlie Cochrane 2015-10-12 Cambridge, 1921 When amateur sleuth Jonty Stewart comes home with a new case to investigate, his partner Orlando Coppersmith always feels his day has been made. Although, can
there be anything to solve in the apparent mercy killing of a disabled man by a doctor who then kills himself, especially when everything takes place in a locked room? But things are never straightforward where the Cambridge fellows are
concerned, so when they discover that more than one person has a motive to kill the dead men-motives linked to another double death-their wits get stretched to the breaking point. And when the case disinters long buried memories for Jonty,
memories about a promise he made and hasn't kept, their emotions get pulled apart as well. This time, Jonty and Orlando will have to separate fact from fiction-and truth from emotion-to get to the bottom of things.
Rick-Catherine Lievens 2015-10-15 Rick has spent all his life under Alpha Erskine's thumb. He was forced to become part of the man's inner circle when his father died and to participate in things that still give him nightmares. He's used to
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